
Press Reaction to Modulus:  Overwhelming Praise
Following its debut at the CEDIA 2016 home theater conference, both tech press and mainstream
media were unabashed in lauding Modulus as “revolutionary,” “long-awaited” and “a steal for the
price.” They predicted strong market demand for Modulus, praising the M1’s “terrific value.”

“How many devices do you have in your 
entertainment system, really? If you’re like
us, you have stacks of A/V hardware taking
up space. What Modulus does is collapse all

of those smart home packages into one 
coherent, intuitive system. It’s so obvious,
we can’t believe nobody’s done it before.

Mark our words, this one’s a legacy-maker.”

“It’s a “revolutionary media hub” that’s 
almost too good to be true. Imagine 
putting a Kaleidescape server with a 
Roku 4, and then wrapping the combo in 
a TiVo DVR — and that description still
doesn’t come close to describing the
Modulus M1.  The current iteration of the
menu screens is beautiful and engaging,
not to mention extremely intuitive.”

“The stylish, brilliant Modulus media hub is
a truly original product, and consumers will
be cheering the minute this hits the shelves.
All your content in one place, with one inter-
face and one dazzling remote. It has so many
features it’s a steal for the projected $3,000

price tag.”

“Lots of boxes. All necessary to perform 
different functions because nobody's really
solved the problem of combining all of these
disparate types of devices into one unit. 
An Austin company with a new product it
debuted at the CEDIA 2016 trade show in
Dallas over the weekend, says it might have
the box A/V geeks have been waiting for.”

“An all-in-one answer to everything home
theater needs. There is nothing like it on
the market, a completely original 
product.”

“One of the top six highlights from CEDIA
2016. Modulus Media Hub promises a lot,

including DVD and Blu-ray archiving, 
a wealth of streaming service support, 

4K support, remote media access, and a
DVR capability that applies to everything

(including streaming).”


